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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) performs one of the most important jobs in

the world. It surveys climate research and writes a report about what it all means. This report is

informally known as the Climate Bible. Cited by governments around the world, the Climate Bible is

the reason carbon taxes are being introduced, heating bills are rising, and costly new regulations

are being imposed. It is why everyone thinks carbon dioxide emissions are dangerous. What most

of us don't know is that, rather than being written by a meticulous, upstanding professional in

business attire, the Climate Bible is produced by a slapdash, slovenly teenager who has trouble

distinguishing right from wrong. This exposÃƒÂ©, by an investigative journalist, is the product of two

years of research. Its conclusion: almost nothing we've been told about the IPCC is actually true. .

For more info about this book visit: TinyUrl.com/ipcc-book Read dozens of  reviews at:

TinyUrl.com/bad-teen
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Donna Laframboise is a former National Post and Toronto Star columnist. During the 1990s she

wrote investigative feature articles for Canadian magazines and newspapers. Her first book, The

Princess at the Window: A New Gender Morality, was published in 1996 by Penguin Canada.

Between 1998 and 2001 Ms. Laframboise was a vice president of the Canadian Civil Liberties

Association. . . .



The book great read and very informative. First, I am totally against automobiles. They are the

greatest poisoner and killer as well as resource consumer. We need massive mass transport, not

more cars. However, I am totally amazed at the Main Stream Media not exposing the IPCC. Instead

they cover this all up, broadcast the IPCC's unsupported assertions and misrepresentations as

facts! Already they have succeeded in stopping cheaper refrigerants from reaching the third world

which it desperately needs. The IPCC's real goal is disindustrialization and prevention of

industrialization of the third world. The IPCC has massively injured the environmental movement's

credibility and misdirected its resources.

Donna LaFramboise doesn't watch Fox News, isn't a Republican or conservative, she's a Canadian,

former journalist. She was hearing descriptions of climate change that (supposedly) left no doubt of

its veracity, descriptions that allowed no other viewpoint, much like a religion. So she investigated

the 'Climate Bible' and saw the way that reports which show climate change werenothing like the

way it's done in real science. The reports' conclusions were reached first, then 'experiments' or

statistical data were found to support the conclusions necessary to help bolster the claims of climate

change believers. She showed this in the book, as well as how many, many of the 'experts' are not

really experts in their field, merely people whose thoughts fit the climate change agenda, and how

the 'peer review' often cited as making the Climate Bible a solid book of evidence is anything BUT

true peer review. Read it and see how we're being sold a bill of goods. This is not to say the author

doesn't believe there isn't climate change; she wants true science to find that out, not the

science-as-religion which is (supposedly) tackling climate change now.

This is a must read for those fence-sitters on the Global Warming question. In addition to the M.

Mann email discovery, this book walks the reader through the IPCC process and how there is a

disconnect between the studies and what the IPCC reports. This is blatant fraud which if done by

others would end them up in jail.Another important source of facts for the reader to debunk the

scaremongering done by the IPCC.

You know the quote, Donna nails it. You can't fool all of the people all of the time. I personally

researched some of the authors in previous IPCC versions. They never came up on the radar

screen. Wannabes in search of a reputation. You wouldn't pay to feed them. Helium was to run out

according to the Club of Rome by the end of the 1970s. The IPCC shows that hot air is free and an

endless source of alternative energy. How we harness this alternative energy source for the good of



humanity at a cost far less than the trillions of dollars of damage this organisation has cost humanity

becomes the quest.

This book tears strips off the IPCC. It uncovers just how poorly run and twisted the behaviour is to

get the required result. If people are worried about global warming then they should worry more

about the manner in which a supposed independent organization behaves resulting in shooting f

there own foot.

This book is a first class "deep drill" into the workings and politics of the UN's IPCC. I found it to be

an easy read, not requiring a lot of technical knowledge. (I have an aerospace degree, but didn't

need it to understand the book.)One somewhat negative comment I will offer is that a less 'snarky'

approach to the subject would perhaps be beneficial in holding the interest of the "objective reader",

i.e. the guy who hasn't made up his mind that the IPCC is blowing smoke.....

If there's anywhere the author fails, it's in not exploring the option that the IPCC members and their

sponsors are well aware of the fallacy of what they're presenting as fact to the governments of the

world after years of massaging and corrupting data, cherry picking review comments, driving away

and vilifying those who dare oppose their groupthink.She instead remains aloof, examining only the

deeds (and those are damning enough of the IPCC and rarely its motivations.Extremely well written,

thoroughly researched, a good resource to have.

Donna Laframboise explains in easy to understand language how an 18 year old global

organisation has become an "Out of Control" menace to scientific facts & reports.How any science

or scientists not agreeing with their theories will be ignored & slated as Deniers & or Liers,How this

Teenager (the IPCC) has been taken over by political parties with alternative agendas.If you are a

Climate Change sceptic, (of any degree) this book will explain a lot of things that you may have had

trouble getting your head around.
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